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“Successful Grazing”
Profitable, Productive, Pleasurable



Why do/should   I/we 
Care about Better Grazing?
50% of dairy & 70% of beef production costs are 
feed
Animal performance is highly related to feed 
quality.
Significant “work” is feeding & manure moving
2 ways to supply feed:
◦ You take feed to cows ….”feeding”
◦ Cows move to feed …… “grazing”



Why are we not 
Grazing Better?
Corn yields are up 50% in last 20 years
Dairy cows avg production is up 2% per year
What was your pasture yield last year?
What was your pasture yield 10 yrs ago?

It’s not that we don’t know how to graze better  -
we just don’t want to “change”



Why are we not 
Grazing Better?
• Why do people change?
• Usually forced to!  

◦ Social  (peer or family pressure) 
◦ Economic  ( the “banker”)
◦ Environmental ( regulations) 

Change has to be
Easy 
Have moral and operational support
Have easily and quickly recognizable benefit
Have potential to be incremental



Wisdom from Einstein 
““Stupidity” is doing the same thing over and over 
and expecting different results”.
People do not change by going to a meeting
People do not change by reading a fact sheet
People do not change by getting the “facts”
◦ Smoking is the classical example 

Getting people to “graze better” needs to consider 
how people actually make changes





How can you move your grazing to a 
new level of success? 

Inspiration: You have to want change
Information: you need “new” knowledge 
Action: nothing changes,

until you do something
Have a written plan- !!
Keep it simple -
Keep it flexible -
Mother Nature is “complex” 



Successful Grazing:

Grow – Graze – Re-Grow

To accomplish this – you need to
utilize latest knowledge 
you need a plan – “written down”
you need to monitor for change



Grazing Principles

Growing plants
◦ Understanding 3 phases of growth
◦ Start grazing at 3 leaf stage
◦ Stop grazing before all green leaf is gone

Grazing animals
◦ Feed Quality
◦ Feed Quantity
◦ Potential weak links

Management
◦ Size of paddocks
◦ Number of paddocks
◦ Water and Fence



Utilize New “Knowledge” 
-products and ideas-

Plants:  
◦ Understand 3 phases of plant growth

◦ Do you know how forage grows? 
◦ Practice 3 leaf grazing

◦ When you start grazing is critical
◦ Leaving the “right” amount of residue 

◦ When you stop grazing is powerful



Utilize New “Knowledge” 
- products and ideas-

Animal Performance
◦ Quality of Ration

◦ Animals eat the best feed first
◦ Animals  will attempt to balance ration

◦ Quantity of Ration
◦ Grazing time X # of bites X bite size

◦ Other negative factors
◦ Flies, parasites, weather, water access



Utilize New “Knowledge” 
- products and ideas-

Management Tools
◦ How many paddocks
◦ How big is each paddock
◦ Fence//Water/ Shade/ Mineral/ Parasite



Number of Paddocks
Determined by length of stay & recovery
If move every 3 days….

& recovery is a minimum of 21 days 
You need 7 paddocks plus 1 = 8 paddocks
When a longer recovery is needed – ie. Fall
◦ You need more paddocks 
◦ Or longer stays,  or some of both

Options –
◦ add fields / paddocks
◦ divide spring paddocks
◦ Supplement in sacrifice paddock



How big should your paddocks 
be?
# of head X DM intake X stay / DM in paddock

Example:
◦ 40 beef cows X 30# X 3 days  = 3600# of pasture
◦ IF 1200# per acre:  you need 3 A / paddock

Another Example: 
◦ 500 ewes & lambs x 8 #  X 2 days =  8,000#
◦ 8,000 / #1,000/acre = 8 A paddock 



Fence & Water
Fence
◦ Effective
◦ Low cost
◦ Repairable

Water 
◦ Rule of 900 feet
◦ Law of “least effort”
◦ Calculating water system



Create a Plan-”written”
You need to know:
◦ What land could you graze?
◦ What animals: their number & needs

What is your Long Term goal?
◦ Pounds of gain / milk per acre

What are your 2 ~ 3 Short Term Goals
◦ “Weak Links”- will make the most difference 



So….

Do you think your goals/desires are the same as 
everyone else’s? 
Do you think your resources are the same as 
everyone else’s
There is no “right” way to graze
You have to “make” your own plan



One possible way to put a 
“plan” together 

Identify your “weak links” 
What things are holding back your grazing 
program?

◦ Your “weak links”  should be your short term 
grazing goals. 
Identify what you want – be positive







the How
Create a Plan- “written”
Finish up your Strategy & Tactics sheet 
Just this much is really valuable
◦ You ID’d your best opportunities
◦ You have a written plan to follow
◦ You have kept it simple 
◦ But you may lose sight of the big picture



Monitoring the outcomes

It’s critical to “look back” before 
you look forward to the coming year
Keep it simple! 
◦ What did you want to happen – did it? 
◦ If not - why ?



Summary

You have to want to change
You need a goal/outcome/result you are going for
A written plan will increase chance of success by 200%

Remember:
Grow – Graze  - Re-grow

Questions –
Thank You   Ben & Denise Bartlett 


